
 

 
Leonardo, among the top ten world players in Aerospace, Defence and Security, is Italy’s main high-technology industrial company. 
Organized into five business divisions (Helicopters; Aircraft; Aerostructures; Electronics; Cyber Security) Leonardo has a significant 
manufacturing presence in Italy, the United Kingdom, Poland and the USA, where it also operates through subsidiaries such as 
Leonardo DRS (electronics), and joint ventures and partnerships: Telespazio, Thales Alenia Space and Avio (space); ATR (regional 
aircraft); and Elettronica and MBDA (electronics and defence systems). Listed on the Milan Stock Exchange (LDO), in 2018 Leonardo 
recorded consolidated revenues of €12.2 billion and invested €1.4 billion in Research and Development. The Group has been part of the 
Dow Jones Sustainability Index (DJSI) since 2010 and became Industry leader of the Aerospace & Defence sector in 2019. 

 

 

  
 
 

Leonardo: contract with Suzuyo for the establishment of comprehensive 

AW139 training capabilities in Japan   

 

 First AW139 Full Flight Simulator in Japan, combined with E-Learning and 

procedural trainer capabilities, to maximise safety and operational effectiveness  

  

 This step confirms Leonardo’s commitment to a continued enhancement of safety 

standards  

 

 Nearly 60 AW139s are in service in Japan today performing a wide range of missions  

 

Anaheim, 29 January 2020 – Leonardo announced today the purchase of an AW139 Level D 

Full Flight Simulator (FFS) by Suzuyo & Co of Japan. The AW139 FFS will be manufactured by 

Leonardo in collaboration with CAE and installed at Suzuyo & Co facilities located in Mt. Fuji 

Shizuoka Airport and will be operated by its subsidiary Shizuoka Air Commuter Corporation 

(SACC). The contract marks the introduction of the first AW139 FFS in Japan which will further 

enhance safety and operation training effectiveness.  

 

Leonardo will also provide Suzuyo with briefing and debriefing capabilities and additional 

training aids developed by Leonardo such as E-Learning to support ground training delivery and 

the ETD Lite-5 advanced procedural trainer capable of being reconfigurable to support both 

AW139 and AW109 GrandNew helicopters. 

 
This step confirms Leonardo’s commitment to a continued enhancement of safety standards as 
an uncompromising value and a core contributor to mission effectiveness and safety, for pilots, 
crew members and technicians, helping assess any mission risk.   
 
With around 60 AW139s in-service in Japan today performing a wide range of roles such as law 

enforcement, search and rescue over land and sea, fire-fighting and electronic newsgathering, 

the provision of pilot training services combining a FFS and other training tools and distance 

learning capabilities at SACC will further reinforce the level of service provided to existing and 

future operators of the most successful helicopter in its category. This initiative is in line with 

Leonardo’s Industrial Plan to deliver a greater range of services closer to its customers.   

 
With a world network of Helicopter Training Academies and Authorised Training Centres, over 

10,000 students are trained every year and more than 41,000 helicopter simulator flight hours 

are logged yearly, Leonardo is extending its global support reach to maximise mission 

effectiveness and safety of operations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


